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Introduction

The Cyberspace domain is a military domain, like air and space, which changes the opportunities and vulnerabilities of conducting the mission essential functions of electronic warfare. An understanding of the advantages, constraints and limitations within the Cyberspace domain is critical in developing a future operating concept for Electronic Warfare (EW) forces and capabilities, and more importantly, to apply these functions effectively in the Cyberspace domain to support the Joint Force Commander (JFC).

1. General

   a. Historical Evolution of Electronic Warfare
      i. EW Warfare Theory; Strategists; Importance

       Electronic Warfare adheres to fundamental warfare theories. From Clausewitz, Sun Tzu and Boyd, the basic warfare principles define the JFC’s EW employment. Appendix A examines warfare theory as applicable to EW.

       EW is one of five core competencies of Information Operations (IO) as defined by Joint Publication 3-13. Beyond the definition, IO is not just a group of capabilities comprising information, but a grouping of capabilities affecting information.¹

       It is important to understand how this applies to the JFC. EW has been an important warfighting force capability since man has manipulated the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. EW operations refer specifically to the capabilities defined by Joint doctrine (JP 3-13, Information Operations). Thus, EW is “any military action involving the use of EM or directed energy to control the EM spectrum or to attack the enemy.”² Specifically, it includes three major subdivisions: electronic attack (EA), electronic protect (EP), and electronic warfare support (ES).
EW, along with all elements of warfare, operates within the Information Environment (IE) (Figure 1). In order for the JFC to achieve desired effects, he must understand this environment. It is a fundamental part of the operating environment, grounded in the physical domain. It contains three dimensions. The first dimension, the physical dimension, is where computers, sensors and networks physically reside. The second dimension, informational, is where information is collected, processed, stored, disseminated, displayed and protected. This is also how the physical dimension connects to the cognitive dimension. Within the cognitive dimension, the value of collected, processed information becomes actionable. Human decision making occurs here. Therefore, although the cognitive dimension is EW’s primary target, EW affects it through the physical and informational dimensions. While directly affecting the cognitive dimension may be prohibitive or too costly, it is possible to find weaker spots within the other dimensions to initiate the adversary’s collapse. Thus, offensive EW “emphasizes the
manipulation of electronic information systems to influence an adversary’s perceptions and behavior” and involves “disabling military and civilian telecommunication systems through computer viruses or electromagnetic pulse devices.” Fundamentally, EW impacts the physical and information dimensions by jamming, disrupting information paths, corrupting data, etc, affecting the cognitive domain, influencing the adversary and achieving desired effects.

ii. EW Methodology in Prior Conflicts.

All sides have utilized EW to gain strategic, operational and tactical advantages, from the rapidly transforming scientific battlefield applications during World War II to current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Appendix B describes historical operational EW employment.

b. Cyberspace Operational Advantages.

Cyberspace is characterized by electronics and the EM spectrum to store, modify, and exchange data via networked systems and associated physical infrastructures. Thus, it’s a real physical domain consisting of hardware and networked systems utilizing EM energy existing across all other domains and connecting the physical domains with cognitive processes. As Cyberspace’s foundation resides on the IE’s physical dimensions, then warfighting in cyberspace is necessarily about physical operations.

Cyberspace’s interconnected information technology infrastructure enables operational military advantages when operating effectively within it. It has also fundamentally altered the relationship between time, space, and distance and how capabilities are employed. EW operations both affect Cyberspace capabilities and support Cyberspace operations. Based upon the IE framework, all of the capabilities developed supporting nation-states or individuals, are ultimately based upon the supporting physical and information dimensions. It is through these dimensions that military EW provides operational advantages.
The Cyberspace domain is a tremendous enabler for deception. Through Cyberspace a commander can rapidly understand the situation, or adversely affect his target. EW through Cyberspace can achieve strategic and operational level deception, affecting the adversary’s cognitive domain preventing military actions. ES and Computer Network Exploitation (CNE) allow the commander to know adversarial capabilities, force distribution, and intentions.

EW does not simply equate to stand-off jamming. It is better defined as “anything that uses or prevents the use of any part of the broadcast spectrum [i.e., EM].” Therefore, “just like the other four warfighting domains – air, land, sea and space – cyber relies on EW in order to achieve control of and enjoy free access to the electromagnetic spectrum.” Operating effectively within Cyberspace provides significant operational advantages. Utilized properly in an integrated operational approach with the other IO capabilities, EW in Cyberspace enables the ability to subdue the enemy “by attacking his ability to form a coherent strategy.”

2. Purpose
   a. EW Mission Essential Functions

   Several EW mission essential functions directly support the JFC. When conducted within Cyberspace, the JFC is provided with operational advantages. The current mission essential functions of EW are identified in Appendix C.

   Disrupting, degrading and usurping databases, information flow and the physical ‘wires and poles’ of Cyberspace produce effects within the adversary’s cognitive dimension. For instance, denying or disrupting the information, data or EW network connectivity destroys diminishes observation and orientation. Disrupting an adversary’s information system pathways affects the ability to make, disseminate, and execute decisions, thus the ability to act. EW’s functions in Cyberspace against an adversary’s technical capability, impacts cognitive will.
Additionally, EW within Cyberspace enables shaping of an adversary’s cognitive dimension by targeting data interpretation. This can either force action or inaction, or cause information/system distrust. This increases stress, introducing randomness into decision making processes. Additional stresses due to EW include deception via false or repeated information into the system.

Likewise, another essential EW function is defending the JFC’s communications links and navigational aids. These are vital as strike execution is linked within the Cyberspace domain via these technical paths.

Finally, essential ES functions within Cyberspace include locating, identifying, targeting, and timely collaboration enabling time-critical kinetic and non-kinetic strikes. Essential EA functions within Cyberspace include jamming, disabling, and disrupting EM signals; accessing and corrupting and/or usurping enemy EW system networks; injecting false signal data, corrupting data at rest, eliminating vital data, transmitting intermittent data; and physical destruction of sensors. Essential EP functions within Cyberspace include ensuring EW network data file integrity, and system information authentication.

The combat process must emphasize inputs to the adversary’s decision making process. A goal is to provide partial information to the adversarial commander sufficiently influence him to take inappropriate actions. Precise, limited deceptive data can achieve significant effects on the adversary. Attacks on network architectures debilitate the adversary’s decision making process.

Finally, essential EW functions within Cyberspace provide operational advantages to the JFC to shape the IE by destroying the adversary’s view of information, influence probability of outcomes and create exploitation opportunities.
b. Challenges and Opportunities

This future operating concept aids the JFC coping with challenges of conducting EW in Cyberspace. It identifies necessary capabilities and operational functions required to exploit Cyberspace opportunities. As this environment is occupied and contested, simple calls for information superiority are impossible. However, conducting EW via Cyberspace assists the JFC achieve Information Control enabling the JFC to maintain initiative through the conflict and achieving victory.\textsuperscript{17}

The JFC conducts EW operations within Cyberspace to defend his sensors, networks, and information paths, and influence his adversary’s cognitive dimension through attacking the underlying physical and informational dimensions. As a “computer cannot be deceived by destroying its components,”\textsuperscript{18} the cognitive dimension is influenced through informational and physical access. EW provides the JFC the ability to maneuver by protecting his IE and controlling the adversary’s. Denying the adversary accurate battlespace situational awareness is crucial\textsuperscript{19} to maneuver warfare.

3. Time Horizon, Assumptions, Risks
a. Time Horizon

This future operating concept describes Joint EW operations within Cyberspace for the 2009 – 2015 planning horizon. It builds upon and assumes capabilities described in section 6. It assumes full integrations with all IO capabilities and other non-kinetic and kinetic planning actions. This concept assumes operational control will be given to a JFC within a Regional Combatant Commander (COCOM)’s designated Joint Operating Area (JOA) with support from the functional commands, Strategic Command (STRATCOM) and Cyber Command (CYBERCOM).
i. **Current (2009-2010) Implications**

Current military implications of EW within Cyberspace have been demonstrated by Russia against Estonia and Georgia. Additionally, Operation Iraqi Freedom has seen an increase in EW operations via Cyberspace. Appendix D details these implications.

ii. **Future (2015 and Beyond) Implications**

Future implications include an occupied domain with increasingly robust capabilities and technological breakthroughs. These breakthroughs and new effects will occur exponentially due to infinite combinations enabled via increasing processing and networking. Increasing numbers of nodes and users will create precisely tailored capabilities.\(^{20}\)

Cyberspace operations will transform JFC capabilities. Long-range detection and targeting will occur long before traditional capabilities can even identify threats.\(^{21}\) Deterrence, degradation and defeating targets will occur at previously unthinkable distances.\(^{22}\) JFC contingency plans will require swift counterterrorism operations against social networks in Cyberspace.\(^{23}\)

There will be a ubiquitous use of technically sophisticated measures affecting the IE. There will be increased false telemetric signals misdirecting targeting computers, direction of high-powered microwave beams to disable missile computing circuitry; GPS jamming;\(^{24}\) targeting other connected networks, such as domestic financial networks by adversarial states or non-state actors.\(^{25}\) These threats will be integrated within all operational forces. New requirements will include maintaining social net monitoring tools to keep pace with the rapidly changing IE.\(^{26}\)

b. **Assumptions**
This operating concept assumes full integration of EW with all IO capabilities and other non-kinetic and kinetic actions. Cyberspace will continue to be occupied and contested; the domain will be ubiquitous and essential to perform JFC functions. The time and space dimensions will be more compressed due to the domain’s near-instantaneous nature. It assumes OPCON will be given to a JFC within a Regional COCOM’s designated JOA.

Further assumptions include the development of CYBERCOM as a fully functioning Combat Support command. The “wires and poles” composing the IE’s physical dimension will be protected. Fidelity within the informational dimension will be established. Cyberspace exploitation and other intelligence preparation of the battlespace (IPB) (i.e., Electronic Orders of Battle (EOB)) will be accomplished. Furthermore, robust network attack capability packages will be developed with clearly established authorities to support the JFC achieve effects supporting time-sensitive strikes. Other required rules of engagement (ROE) will be addressed by the JFC. All services will be interoperable with EW capabilities within Cyberspace.

c. Risks

Significant risks are associated when operating EW in Cyberspace due to time horizons. The contested and congested domain, ubiquitous nature of advanced technologies, and hyper-capable individualization distributed globally achieving massed effects must all be considered by the JFC. Likewise, the evolution of cyber capabilities beyond ‘wires and poles’ to the ‘wireless’ domain of the ‘cloud’ expands the JOA in ways yet to be determined.

Successfully implementing this strategy will separate the adversary’s decision maker from his forces and society. Militarily, it will be more difficult to determine victory. In what legal and ethical manner is the JFC’s worldview to be imposed upon the adversary’s society? For a JFC operating within a JOA, legal risks include crossing multiple COCOMs to achieve
effects within the JOA. Finally, the time/space compression nullifies many capabilities due to current coordination and execution approval processes.

4. Military Problem Description
   a. More Effective EW Operations Within Cyberspace to Deny, Degrade, Disrupt, Influence and Usurp Target Information Systems and Decision Makers

   The JFC must employ EW within Cyberspace by fully integrating all capabilities affecting information in near-real-time. Integrated capabilities within Cyberspace provide a “synthesized suite of effects to the JFC far exceeding the traditional simple menu of kinetic or non-kinetic delivered by air-breathing platforms,” to include all EW elements. Based on the nature of Cyberspace described above, it is essential that the JFC operates within command and control (C2) structures permitting rapid adaptability.

   EW capabilities within Cyberspace must leverage a distributed cyber-sensor network. The JFC must operate freely within the domain to effectively achieve effects through and within it. ES in Cyberspace identifies themes, refines messages and identifies targets. It also provides measures of effectiveness (MOE). EA will be a transmission path for JFC messages and suppression of the adversary’s use of the EM spectrum. EP assists in maintaining JFC C2 integrity.

   EW attacks against an “adversary’s C4ISR infrastructure to prevent or disrupt the acquisition, processing, or transmission of information in support of decision-making or combat operations” will be integrated and synchronized with other non-kinetic and kinetic strikes. EW degrades C4ISR networks to prevent the adversary “from collecting, processing, and disseminating information or accessing information necessary to sustain combat operations” enabling the JFC to achieve operational objectives. Integration of EW with other operations via
Cyberspace must be closely aligned throughout. Although it is difficult to precisely time effects, it is essential to determine accurate BDA for attacks against capabilities such as IADS.\textsuperscript{32}

As all military operations depend upon availability of the EM spectrum,\textsuperscript{33} access to Cyberspace is achieved through multiple means: RF spectrum proximity, IP-based networks, and physical connections. The JFC must be able to access the adversary’s cyberspace domain, understand operational targets, and then align with precise, certified, weapons and operators to confidently achieve effects. Systems will be required to be cross-networked, networked-enabled, embedded within the widest range of forces and linked with US-based shore facilities.\textsuperscript{34}

For the JFC, intelligence underlies all EW operations within Cyberspace. IPB is essential for understanding the underlying network architecture of the adversary’s cyberspace capabilities and the relationships between his systems.\textsuperscript{35} To achieve effects, the JFC must understand where and how the adversary’s vulnerabilities. Equally vital is the intelligence requirement for accurate and timely EW MOE from national assets and CYBERCOM. Within the JFC’s control, ES and CNE will determine the networks, communication links, etc, to develop attack plans and determine MOE. See Appendix D for detailed JFC application of EW through the ‘phases’ of war.

b. Adversary Use of Cyberspace

An adversary will initially focus initially on critical physical dimensions such as undersea fiber networks,\textsuperscript{36} and wireless communications links.\textsuperscript{37} Adversarial cyber attacks can impact the physical dimension. They can destroy electrical generators, disrupt commercial air and train traffic, destroy high-tension power-transmission lines, degrade weapons, delete financial databases and transactions, etc.\textsuperscript{38} Most adversaries today can access Cyberspace and the resident knowledge within.\textsuperscript{39} Thus, EW networks, including C2 of early warning radar networks, EW
threat library databases, etc, are all potentially subject to attack, denial, degradation or destruction.

Like Electromagnetic Pulses (EMP), the adversary will not only seek cyber attacks to EW systems, but EW threats to cyber networks. The JFC can expect targeting against his navigation, air defense, communications, intelligence, etc, systems.  

Additional devastating possibilities arise with EMP threats within the JOA or at critical nodes affecting the JOA. Due to the interconnection of other warfighting domains to Cyberspace, an EMP would destroy all electronic equipment, shutting down regional computers, erasing databases, destroying communication nodes, radios, and cell-phones. It would cripple Cyberspace within the JOA, destroying the JFC’s ability to operate. Non-nuclear EMP weapons development is especially worrisome as the non-military cyber environment is essentially defenseless. Thus, it is critical for the JFC to focus upon EP in addition to CND and OPSEC.

5. Synopsis
   a. EW Operations Sequenced/Integrated With Other IO Capabilities

IO is an integrating strategy. Therefore, EW will be utilized to influence an adversary’s will and affect those capabilities enabling action. This can be to influence key decision makers or affect their technical capabilities to observe, orient, decide or act. To do so, EW must integrate fully with all joint operations to achieve maximum potential towards JFC objectives. Cyberspace necessitates EW planners not only coordinate with other aspects of JFC operations utilizing EM, but must also those conducting CNO.

The route to achieving JFC effects is grounded in the physical and informational dimensions, that is, machines and data. Through these paths, EW significant affects on adversarial will. Integrating influence objectives with OPSEC, CNO, and CND presents cognitive realities for the adversary. These realities align with PSYOP plans to influence the
adversary. Additionally, EW integration with media, PSYOP, CNO and OPSEC is integral to supporting MILDEC plans. Integrating these IO capabilities with all instruments of power will achieve JFC objectives. These integrated activities also must be specifically sequenced to rapidly support the JFC via other kinetic and non-kinetic activities.

EP will be closely sequenced with OPSEC and CND to protect the JFC’s information environment. ES must be sequenced to support other kinetic/non-kinetic attacks and as MOE. Similarly, EA provides robust capabilities supporting kinetic operations when integrated within the JFC’s fires plan. Achieving full potential of EW via Cyberspace will resemble the Chinese goal of “Integrated Network Electronic Warfare” which relies on “simultaneous application of electronic warfare and computer network operations against an adversary’s [C4ISR] networks and other essential information systems.”

EW integrated operations in Cyberspace enables identification of processes, mechanisms and systems that the adversary’s information is gathered and decisions made and disseminated, including critical nodes, redundancy and back-up systems. EW identifies “key decision-making and communications nodes, linkages and their associated critical vulnerabilities are identified and attacked.” Also, along with CNE, ES provides network topology, software types, information paths, etc, for robust JFC IPB. It then provides MOE on kinetic and non-kinetic actions for follow-on JFC decisions. Appendix D details JFC integration of EW in the battle rhythm. Appendix F provides examples of integrated EW operations through Cyberspace.

b. Achieving JFC Objectives With EW-Enabling Effects Through Cyberspace

Clearly, then, JFC objectives can be achieved through EW in Cyberspace. EP supports CND and OPSEC defending the JFC’s physical and informational dimensions to maintain
information and system integrity. It also enables execution of other kinetic and non-kinetic operations.

ES identifies adversarial network’s physical nodes, for both intelligence and targeting. EA in Cyberspace targets adversarial “information warfare facilities, transmission means, reception platforms, and information-flow capabilities” to disrupt networks and achieve information superiority achieving battlefield maneuverability. EA in Cyberspace will be synchronized with other capability operations. This enables operations ranging from SEAD to kinetic strike. IADS networks, given access obtained through CNE, may be susceptible to CNA. CNA will degrade, disrupt or disable effective IADS employment, enabling remote SEAD. If the networks are not accessible, then supporting networks, such as those maintaining electrical generators powering the IADS may be exploitable.

EA and CNA operations degrade adversarial C2 capabilities, reducing situational awareness, communication within the network, coordination actions or MOE. When integrated, EW in Cyberspace denies the adversary access to the information systems critical to conduct combat operations.

“EW has massed capabilities to attack most, if not all, EM-susceptible adversary network apertures (‘soft’ and ‘hard’), protecting friendly networks.” Adversary’s space, communications, wireless networks, IADS, ISR, etc, are all susceptible to EW. Additionally, the JFC’s use of airborne EA can deliver CNA taking down adversary capabilities for extensive periods without requiring daily target revisit sorties.

EW provides capabilities to deny, degrade, usurp the very connective structural base of an adversary’s strategic worldview. Basing collective world-views upon communications and network-layers, these physical dimensions are vulnerable to attack. Therefore, synchronized and
integrated EW operations in Cyberspace can destroy the enemy’s observation, orientation and worldview, paralyzing decision making and actions. Alternately, disruption or usurpation of the adversary’s informational dimension can influence him to take actions favorable to the JFC. Thus, EW enables mass and maneuver to the JFC throughout the ROMO.

6. Necessary Capabilities
   a. Additional Authorities/Changes to Applicable Laws Required by the JFC to Effectively Operate Within Cyberspace

   There are specific authorities and laws required to employ EW in Cyberspace. Based upon the domain’s nature, EW capabilities must be planned and integrated at the conflict’s onset. Pre-approval of EW capabilities within Cyberspace must be granted to the Regional COCOM responsible for effects within his AOR. Current authorization requirements and delegated authorities are too cumbersome in this stochastic environment.

   Additionally, the compressed time, space and distance within Cyberspace necessitates that C2 be pushed to the lowest possible level. Such changes enable flexibility and speed. The JFC will achieve EW fast-transient maneuver with such construct.

   The JFC will not be able to dominate both RF and Cyberspace. The JFC will operate in congested and contested operating environments in which the adversary operates as freely as non-combatants and friendly joint forces. Legal refinement is required to consider second and third-order effects.

   Finally, legal frameworks need to redefine the JOA. As Cyberspace is ubiquitous, lacking geographic boundaries, the JFC’s maneuverability is constrained by current Unified Command Plan models. Providing the JFC with authorities within a “logical” JOA defined by where effects occur will maximize effectiveness within Cyberspace.

   b. Emerging Technologies Enabling EW Within Cyberspace
Along with additional authorities and legal concerns addressed above, there are also emerging technological requirements. For EW, technologies focused upon the physical and informational dimensions are critical. Through these emerging technologies, the JFC will more effectively affect cognitive dimensions.

Emerging technologies within the physical dimension must be incorporated to protect the JFC’s information environment and exploit the adversary’s. New critical infrastructure hardening and protection capabilities are required. This will enable JFC with fight-through capabilities from adversarial attacks on EW information systems and capabilities.

Within the EM spectrum, EW planners utilize the JRFL as a critical management tool. In Cyberspace, similar technologies managing networks, databases, systems and information paths of the adversary’s targeted networks must be employed. Like EW, Cyberspace “cease buzzer” procedures must be incorporated. Technologies enabling “guarded,” “protected,” and “taboo” nodes, wires, topologies, and packets, must be developed.

Physical domain technologies enabling ES of the adversary must be more robust. Such ES used to collect information within the EM spectrum “can be used to plan C2-attack operations and provide feedback” Likewise, CNE utilized to collect EW-related network system information can enable more effective friendly EW operations.

Additionally, the ability to exploit the wires of Cyberspace will become vital. The capabilities provided by highly directional, non-nuclear EMP for more precise effects against targeted cyberspace physical dimension nodes and wires must be available in certain situations.

Within the physical dimension, technological advances must be incorporated. “Vast amounts of data can be assimilated, processed, and made available to military users, allowing precision weapons to be directed against long-range targets. Protecting the integrity of these data
is a major objective of current IW technology.²⁵⁹ Specific capabilities required to secure the JFC’s IE are detailed in Appendix E.

7. Summary
   a. JFC Operational Advantages of EW in Cyberspace

   As Cyberspace is fundamentally an interconnected network of electronics, computers, routers, utilizing the EM spectrum, EW’s ability to affect the physical and information domains enables the JFC to influence the adversary’s cognitive dimension. Due to the domain’s occupied nature, JFC presence provides leveraging opportunities as identified and creation of operational advantages when able. This creates flexibility and maneuverability for the JFC. Integrating and synchronizing EW capabilities supports JFC kinetic, influence and MILDEC.

   Through unity of effort, EW/Cyberspace capability authorities delegated to lowest available levels, the JFC can effectively exploit opportunities on the domain. Enabling local commanders to recognize and exploit vulnerabilities when recognized, they can proactively meet JFC objectives.²⁶⁰ In this way, the JFC gains significant operational advantage by executing authorized capabilities against ubiquitous and instantaneous threats within a stochastic environment.

   Meeting specified capability requirements identified in 6.a and 6.b, the JFC will operate in a flexible, creative, and adaptive system. Subordinate commanders, enabled via systems processes, are able to take required actions as needed. The associated risk of this system is mitigated through trust in the system, the information and the commanders. Trust is achieved within the system through data fidelity (attribution) and proper authentication measures. Trust of C3I information is also maintained through network security and data integrity.
Through the ROMO, the JFC integrates and synchronizes EW operations to maximize effects. The adversary’s cognitive dimension is affected through data and information denial, disruption, degradation and disruption via EW. As described in 4a, integrated EW operations in Cyberspace achieves JFC effects by protecting the physical and informational dimensions of the IE.

For example, denying, degrading, corrupting or usurping adversary communication systems restricts his ability to transmit “battlefield information to all echelons, allowing timely and effective decisions relative to force deployment and movement.” Thus, the JFC affects the adversary’s situational awareness. Denying, degrading or corrupting this information via EW through Cyberspace provides advantageous effects for the JFC against the adversary’s ability to orient. Defensively, the JFC’s ability to “detect and thwart attempts to tamper with one’s own sources of information… (assures) the integrity of command and control, communications, and intelligence systems.”
Fundamentally, the JFC’s ability to affect the adversary’s cognitive dimension is the goal of combat operations. Therefore, the JFC must know all dimensions within the IE. “Although understanding the technical aspects of an adversary’s networks and their capabilities are two primary objectives, understanding the human, cultural, and procedural factors that govern the adversary’s command and control are equally important.”

Thus, targeting the adversary’s cognitive orientation by degrading adversary’s GCI radar, which “functions to speed the transfer of data, filter the extraneous target reports, calculate the threat, and advise the operating personnel on the best defensive measures,” the data links coordinating data from acquisition radar to weapon control radars, and the command guidance systems which the computer tracks “the target and another to track and send guidance commands to the missile.”

b. Essential Functions and Capabilities That EW Executes Within Cyberspace Enabling the JFC to Execute Outside Time/Distance Constraints

EW executed within Cyberspace requires several mission essential functions and capabilities enabling the JFC to operate beyond time/distance constraints. In addition to traditional EW functions identified in section 2a, Appendix E lists additional functions required to execute EW within Cyberspace.

8. Command relationships & architecture
   a. Required Command Relationships

The JFC has authority and OPCON over forces assigned within the JOA. Many of the EW and Cyberspace-enabling capabilities will be required from the regional COCOM or from CYBERCOM. The stochastic nature of Cyberspace requires EW capabilities available to the JFC immediately upon orders receipt.

The JFC will require many CYBERCOM-controlled capabilities and execution authorities. The assignment of assets and capabilities outside of JFC control needs to occur
immediately. This requires extensive interaction between regional COCOM and CYBERCOM. Under current Cyberspace force distributions and authorization requirements it’s unlikely that these processes will occur rapidly enough to meet immediate JFC needs to synchronize and integrate within planning and response efforts.

Cyberspace EW capabilities must be assigned full-time within each regional COCOM, with only limited global special capabilities held within CYBERCOM’s OPCON. These specific capabilities will be employed through higher-echelon coordination. The JFC’s ability to achieve effects within the JOA is unachievable in Cyberspace without these full-time capabilities. Full-time capabilities OPCON to the regional COCOM enables long-term, comprehensive EOB and network vulnerability analyses, closely aligned to daily operational requirements. Through this integrated relationship, the JFC will be on the domain before crises occur, with access and sensors monitoring the domain, and with tailored, specific effects developed to meet JFC’s requirements within the JOA. In this way, the JFC’s ability to achieve effects within the JOA, although the electronic bits may cross multiple geographic boundaries, will be most effectively integrated and synchronized to achieve maximum results. Additionally, the future operating environment will require rapid approvals (pre-approvals) of EW Cyberspace capabilities to meet timely requirements within the JOA. Approval authorities must be delegated immediately to the lowest possible command levels as the distributed problem-solving style, backed by global surveillance and communications support, is the most effective command style to handle data overload and response time problems.65

b. Approval Process for EW Operations Within Cyberspace

As mentioned in 6a, Cyberspace’s nature transcends traditional EW. As EW in Cyberspace has compressed the time/space dimensions, it’s more likely that cyber warfare will
occur. The ease, affordability and relative anonymity of the domain will tempt many state and non-state actor to engage the JFC. If the JFC does not act rapidly, this IE may be destroyed first.\textsuperscript{66} Clearly, then, it will be critical to have specific EW operations within Cyberspace pre-approved.

For all EW operations within Cyberspace, the Laws of War apply (discrimination, necessity, proportionality, and chivalry/humanity). Discrimination in Cyberspace “assumes that you know who attacked you [attribution problem]…they may be able to mislead, placing the blame on others by spoofing the source.”\textsuperscript{67} Assailants may hide their attacks by routing through nodes and devices through innocent intermediary systems, routed through multiple nations. As almost all JFC, government and commercial capabilities are inextricably linked to Cyberspace with certain national infrastructures so vital that their incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating impact on the defense or economic security of the United States.\textsuperscript{68} However, applying proportionality is complicated as the attacker may not be easily identified.\textsuperscript{69} Military planners must weigh the humanity of their actions, avoiding unnecessary suffering and destruction.\textsuperscript{70} In some instances, EW in Cyberspace allows actions that kinetic options would disallow under concepts of humanity. For instance, temporarily disabling a dam’s electronic control system would not be illegitimate if doing so did not let loose a flood or deprive civilians of water for the purpose of denying them sustenance.\textsuperscript{71} The same concepts are applicable to affecting electrical grids through Cyberspace, vice kinetic options.\textsuperscript{72} Finally, for CND-Reactive Attack capabilities automated against specific threats, US Code Title 10 authorities may need to be broadened to enable automated decision-making systems to meet the challenges of time/distance presented by EW in Cyberspace.

9. Conclusion
The Joint Force Commander is presented with extraordinary vulnerabilities and capabilities through the Cyberspace domain. Conducting Electronic Warfare within Cyberspace is crucial to protecting the JFC’s information environment, exploiting the adversary’s IE, and gaining operational maneuverability. As demonstrated in this future operating concept, to most effectively operate within this domain, the JFC requires specific capabilities, restructured command and control constructs, and additional execution authorities. Only by implementing these changes will the JFC be able to successfully achieve national mission objects.
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